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Hey
Welcome to our latest edition of the Iscah monthly newsletter. Now being
up and running for 20 years in June 2018. Pretty sure we would be the
longest running publication in the country. And we continue bringing
gems of new information to you every month.
This is free and if you want backcopies go to our website at
www.iscah.com If you want to get on the mailing list or unsubscribe,
email us to newsletter@iscah.com
On to April’s news …
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1) New visa for high tech migrants

The federal government will make it easier for highly-skilled migrants and those working for STEM
start-ups to come to Australia.
The Turnbull government will create a new visa to compete with other countries for “high-tech skills
and talent”, with companies allowed to sponsor migrants for jobs paid more than $180,000.
There will also be a new visa for start-up companies seeking talent in STEM fields like biomedicine and
agricultural technology.
Both visas will require the migrant to have three years of relevant experience, while the sponsor
companies will need to demonstrate they tried to hire Australians first.
“The Government recognises there is fierce competition globally for high-tech skills and talent, and that
attracting these people helps to transfer skills to Australian workers and grow Australian-based
businesses,” a Turnbull government media release reads.
There will not be a cap on the overall number of visas, but individual companies will have a limit on how
many migrants they can employ.
Businesses will be able to take up to 20 skilled migrants under the new stream per year, while start-ups
will be able to take up to five.
The visas for jobs paid more than $180,000 will only be available to businesses with a turnover of more
than $4 million. The start-up visas will be available to any that is authorised by an industry body, yet to
be chosen by the government.
The migrants will have the option of a "transitional pathway" to permanent residence after three years
in the country.
The details of the scheme will be ironed out over the next few months before a 12-month pilot begins
on July 1.
Start-ups hail win after 457 changes left industry reeling
The need for visa changes to attract high-value employees from overseas has been the “number one
priority” in the emerging startup sector, according to an industry group.
StartupAUS chief executive Alex McCauley said the government’s changes to 457 temporary work visas
last year, which restricted the list of occupations and cut off the path to permanent residency for many
jobs, had made it harder for start-ups to compete.
“The single biggest challenge for Australian start-ups is getting access to the best talent in the world,”
Mr McCauley told SBS News.
“It got more difficult when the 457 visa announcements were made last year and start-ups in this
country are really crying out for a way to get access to talent.”
“Everybody’s looking to hire product managers, software engineers, digital growth specialists, data
scientists.”
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Mr McCauley said the jobs in question were highly specialised and the visa workers were unlikely to
take jobs away from Australians.
“They’re hiring people at a very high skill level in a space where there aren’t a huge number of
Australians competing for those jobs,” he said.
“And the Australians that are competing for those jobs are getting jobs.”
Alan Tudge, Minister for Citizenship and Multicultural Affairs, said the visas required companies to seek
Australian workers first.
"We want to ensure that Australian businesses can access the best talent in the world because this will
underpin business growth, skills transfer and job creation," Mr Tudge said.
“At all stages, Australians are prioritised for the jobs, but where the skills and experience are not
available here, we want to be able to attract talent from overseas."
Labor claims policy inspired by opposition
Labor released a statement accusing the government of “playing catch up” on special visas for skilled
migrants.
The opposition proposed a four-year “SMART visa” for workers in “science, medicine, academia, research
and technology” last year.
“Turnbull and his conservatives are playing catch up and following Labor’s lead,” the press release reads.
“Turnbull’s scheme is only a pilot and, by the Government’s own admission, they haven’t finalised the
details of the pilot including the number of visas set to be made available or which specific jobs they’ll
be available for.”
Further information on the new “Global Talent” visa - https://www.mia.org.au/documents/item/1349
(Source: SBS)
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2) Update on the South Australian business
migration program
Immigration SA has received a large number of state nomination applications for the business
migration program.
As a result, we have now exceeded the number of places available to us for:
132 - Significant Business History
132 - Venture Capital Entrepreneurs
188 - Business Innovation
188 - Business Investment
We will advise should further places become available later in the program year.
(Source: Immigration South Australia)

3) DHA Latest newsletter on all the March
company visa changes
http://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/trav/work/newsletters/march-2018
Including this point about skills assessments
When the occupation lists are updated in mid 2018, subject to further consultation processes, it is
anticipated that mandatory skills assessments may be expanded for the Direct Entry (DE) stream of
RSMS for all occupations (not just trade occupations), unless the visa applicant is exempt or holds the
relevant Australian qualification.
(Source: DHA)
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4) Accountants being short changed for
the 189 visa
We have recently received some information about the department of immigration policy on
Accountants and the occupational ceiling issue.
Immigration Department Policy for Accountants --www.iscah.com/wp_files/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/AccountantInvitePolicy.pdf
Please see our report here :
http://www.iscah.com/accountants-left-short-changed-visa-invitations/
In short we describe how the numbers have become so low for Accountants. Explain that the
department think there are "integrity concerns" with the Accountant case load. And why we think this
should not be affecting the 189 category at all.
We have provided this report to the PM, Immigration Minister, Assistant Minister for Citizenship,
Department of Immigration, Department of Jobs, and various media outlets with the hope that it has
the situation of the Accountant occupation being reviewed and improved to a much fair level.

Accountants left short changed
Iscah Migraton ©2018

Many thousands of Accountants are sitting out there wondering what on earth happened to their
dreams in Australia
There is no doubt that the most influential factor for many overseas international students is the
prospects of living permanently in Australia after graduation. These students each inject hundreds of
thousands of dollars on study, travel and living costs into the Australian economy. The overall
international education industry is worth over 20 billion per year and employs in excess of 20,000
Australians.
Further the average skilled migrant creates 1.6 jobs for our economy and the Western Australian
premier believes every 3 international students creates one job in the Australian economy.
However you look at it International students and the connection with the possibility of a permanent
visa is intrinsically linked as are strong economic benefits for Australia.
The Points Test
The major pathway for international students for a permanent visa is through the 189 points test.
The Australian government create a list of occupations that students can study in, graduate and hope to
attain permanent residence in Australia through. This heavily influences the career choices of
international students. They don’t all stay here, they don’t all apply for a permanent visa, though many
do.
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That attraction is essential to the model that has seen Australia both make billions for the education
sector. As well Australia economically benefit because those who attain permanent residence pay taxes
from a young age which helps supports our growing retirement and health cost bills. And the bonus is
these people paid for all their education by themselves. We did not have to pay a cent.
Accountants
Now let’s look at the total unfairness and mismanagement of those people who study Accountancy as
their career choice.
This occupation is very large in Australia. On the latest ABS data there are 191,412 Accountants in
Australia. When the government lists an occupation on the skilled list they do not want to unfairly
burden or over supply the occupation and so wisely only allow a maximum of 6% of that number to
migrate under the Independent (189) points test each program year as a maximum. This is the same for
all the occupations on the current skilled list (MLTSSL) except one… The Accountants.
Accountants bring a whole range of skills and have potential job prospects though all industries and in
occupations such as Accountants, Clerical and Administration Workers, Auditors, Company Secretaries,
Company Treasurers, Sales Workers, Financial Investment Advisers and Managers. Approximately 82% of
Accountants (overseas and Australian) attained work within just four months of graduation through
those occupational groupings.
Further we note that a joint submission by the CPA/CAANZ to the Department of Immigration in 2018
states the following two points
Declining numbers of domestic graduates of accounting plus exits from the occupational labour force
underscore the necessity of migrant accountants to meet the projected demand. Applied Economics
estimate that over the medium term openings for accounting jobs will number around 11,000 per
annum
The operation of independent skilled migration policy does not provide optimism for the future.
Indeed, in the most pessimistic of circumstances where accountants is removed altogether from the
MLTSSL, the economic cost is large. Modelling using the Victoria University Employment Forecasting
(VUEF) model this estimates that a seemingly modest policy change leading to around 6000 less
migrant accountants is that real GDP (in 2016 dollars) would be $1.5- $2.5 billion less than it otherwise
would have been in 2024
Accountants are very valuable.
Restrictions on Accountants
However the Department of Immigration have chosen to restrict this profession down annually to just
2.5% of the national workforce of Accountants. Further they have also decided to restrict the number of
Accountants in the 189 visa further by allowing for the total number of Accountants sponsored by
companies and other State and Territory governments in other visa categories to be included in the
same figure. The effect is that instead of this occupation receiving 11,485 invitations it was reduced first
down to 4,785 (by reducing it from 6% of the workforce to just 2.5%) and then reduced to 2,374(after
removing last year’s figure of company and state nominations). The effect being that Accountants have
a ceiling on invites reflective of 1.24% of the total number of Accountants in Australia. Every other
occupation has a full, healthy 6%.
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During this 2017/18 program year in fact the Department of Immigration forgot to initially remove from
the Accountant Occupational Ceiling, the sponsored categories. And when they in fact remembered to
do this in November 2017 they had already exceeded their target of 2,374. As they had already invited
2,633 Accountants in the 189 visa category. So no Accountants can now be invited for a 189 from
December 2017 right through to the end of June 2018.
It gets worse, the Expression of Interest system used to invite people to apply for a 189 visa has many
weaknesses and failures at the moment. One of those is that all applicants are waiting so long for an
invitation and keen to enhance their chances of an invitation that they lodge multiple Expression Of
Interests (EOIs) to hope to get an invite for a 189 visa. Statistical analysis has shown that last program
year a massive 24% of invitations were wasted on EOIs that never lodged a visa application (mainly
because they had received an invitation from a previous EOI or another visa category). The department
have refused to reissue these wasted EOI invitations. So when these wasted invitations are taken into
account, the results are horrific. Accountants would have only received 1,995 genuine invitations in the
2017/2018 program year. Or a miserly 1.04%. Compared to all the other occupations who have a
maximum ceiling of 6%.
Department of Immigration Formula for Accountants
4,785
(2.5% of stock figure – National Accountant workforce 191,411)
1,087
(ENS/RSMS Accountants in 2016/17)
1,324
(State and Territory sponsored 190/489 Accountants in 2016/17)
--------2,374
Official occupational ceiling for Accountants for 189 invitations in 2017/18
Why Are Accountants being short changed
The pertinent question is why ? Why would the department keep an occupation on the skilled list that
attracts thousands and thousands of overseas international students, earns hundreds of millions of
dollars to our economy and employs many thousands of Australians to support these courses, and then
only give a miserly 1.04% when it should be 6% ?
In 2014/2015 the Accountants had already had their ceiling reduced to 3% of the national employment
base, but at least these places were allocated just for the 189 visa. Then according to government
documents obtained by Iscah, the Assistant Immigration Minister in 2015/16 agreed to reduce the
ceiling for Accountants across all skilled visas, due to “integrity concerns with the occupation.”
It also was recognised in that document that “This means that generally the only Accountants that are
invited to apply have a much higher points-test pass mark than other occupations. Additionally, it
encourages Accountants to seek other pathways to permanent residence which may have less
stringent requirements, such as the Employer Sponsored or Territory Nominated skilled visa.”
“Integrity concerns” is not defined, but traditionally this issue can arise in visa categories that include a
degree of subjective assessment. Most particularly the company sponsored categories or maybe some
state sponsored categories that require job offers that may or may not be genuine. However the 189
points test by its construct includes hardly any subjective criteria. It is almost entirely objective criteria.
The majority of applicants have Australian qualifications, undertake English tests in Australia, undergo a
professional year in Australia, a language test in Australia. All this achieved in our own country with
strong protocol and audits of processes.
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It is hard to see what, if any, integrity concerns can take place in the 189 visa category. And anyhow if it
was the points test that raised concerns, why would the same issues not be prevalent for the other
heavily used occupations such as engineering and computing professions. It almost definitely related to
integrity concerns with the company sponsored applications.
In which case WHY ON EARTH has this meant that the in comparatively objective, safer 189 visa, we
have seen Accountants have their numbers slashed from 6% to an effective 1.04%
And why would the departments policy document state that “.. it encourages Accountants to seek other
pathways to permanent residence which may have less stringent requirements, such as the Employer
Sponsored or Territory Nominated skilled visa.” which is inherently then MORE risky.
Effect of restrictions
If Accountant invitations had remained at the previous “3% of workforce level” that prevailed prior to
2014/15, the situation would have been so much fairer for Accountants as follows
A massive 9,172 legitimate places have been lost due to this policy related to “integrity concerns”. In fact
the loss is around 24% more than that due to the wasted EOI invitation issues mentioned earlier.

If the Department of Immigration continue with this “integrity concern” 2.5% policy for Accountants
into 2018/19, then our estimates are that 85 points will be needed for an invitation, with those at 80
points having to wait around 4-6 months.
Those points totals are enormous compared to the other pro rata occupations where 70 points will
likely be enough and some dropping to 65 points. The despair amongst the international student
community is deafening and their stress is hard to appreciate.
In our view the Department has misjudged this issue. If these Integrity concerns were in fact mostly
attributable to the company sponsored categories, this amounted to just 1,087 places in the 2016/17
program years for Accountants. If every one of these (highly unlikely it was all of them) was an “integrity
concern” application then why penalise the objectively assessed points test criteria to the degree of a
massive 3,109 places ?
If it was in fact not the company sponsored cohort and there were integrity concerns with the points
test applicants, then the Department of Immigration should have done something to rectify this. Three
years later legitimate Australian graduate Accountants are still suffering through no fault of their own.
This unfair policy has gone on now for 3 program years and cost 9,172 places to Accountants (even
allowing for the reduced 3% ceiling instead of 6% for other occupations). It has meant an unachievable
(for most people) invitation mark, enormous stress and despair for those affected and badly damaged
the reputation of the Australian education industry. We call on the department to look at the reasons for
this policy, reassess if penalising the 189 EOI cohort is the correct adjustment, and reopen the
Accountant program in July 2018 at the previous 3% (if not the full 6%) level.
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5) Newspaper article on the migration
program numbers – pro and con
https://www.smh.com.au/business/the-economy/australia-s-migrant-intake-is-already-being-cut-20180
417-p4za0o.html
https://www.businessinsider.com.au/australia-population-growth-immigration-dick-smith-2018-3
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/mar/24/australias-fierce-immigration-debate-is-ab
out-to-get-louder
https://www.smh.com.au/business/the-economy/populist-drum-beats-wrong-numbers-drive-our-migr
ation-debate-20180404-p4z7qk.html
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/dutton-tried-to-convince-colleagues-to-cut-annual-immigration-by-20000-reports
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2018/apr/11/peter-dutton-contradicts-turnbull-on-immi
gration
http://www.radioaustralia.net.au/international/2018-04-13/governments-immigration-tweak-sees-over
seas-asians-out-integrated-kiwis-in/1749192
http://insidestory.org.au/immigration-policy-by-stealth/
https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/politics/federal/the-secret-budget-rules-making-it-hard-to-cut-aust
ralia-s-immigration-intake-20180413-p4z9jp.html
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6) Changes to Assurance of Support
from 1st April 2018
The Social Security (Assurances of Support) Determination 2018 took effect from 1 April 2018. While
most of the existing requirements remain the same, some key changes to the Assurance of Support
(AoS) scheme from 1 April 2018 include:
• a 12-month AoS is required for Community Support Programme entrants;
• a potential assurer must be in Australia at the time of making the application;
• a person who has an outstanding debt due to the Commonwealth is not eligible for providing an AoS;
and
• the income threshold for an assurer has increased to ensure that the assurer has sufficient financial
capacity to support the assuree(s) as well as themselves.
With effect from 1 April 2019, there will be an increase to the values of securities that are required for a
mandatory 2 year AoS and a mandatory 10 year AoS. The required values of securities for:
individuals providing an AoS are:
for contributory parent visas (10-year AoS) - $15,000 for the primary visa applicant and $6,000 for any
adult secondary visa applicant,
for other visas such as non-contributory parent visas (2-year AoS) - $7,500 for the primary visa applicant
and $3,000 for any adult secondary visa applicant,
corporations and unincorporated bodies providing an AoS are:
for contributory parent visas (10-year AoS) - $30,000 (to cover a maximum of 2 adult assurees),
for other visas such as non-contributory parent visas (2-year AoS) - $15,000 (to cover a maximum of 2
adult assurees).
Community Support Programme
The Community Support Programme (CSP) was introduced on 1 July 2017. The CSP allows humanitarian
entrants (i.e. applicants for a subclass 202 Global Special Humanitarian visa) to be sponsored by
individuals, community organisations and business groups through Approved Proposing Organisations.
Sponsors are responsible for providing adequate support to CSP entrants for the first 12 months in
Australia.
CSP entrants are subject to a discretionary AoS with an assurance period of 12 months. The AoS does
not prevent a CSP entrant from accessing income support payments and family assistance payments on
arrival as humanitarian entrants are exempt from all waiting periods for social security payments. The
AoS provides the mechanism to require the assurer to repay any recoverable social security payments
made to the CSP entrant during the assurance period.
More information about the AoS scheme is available on the DHS website.
Encouraging Self Sufficiency for Newly Arrived Migrants (2017-18 MYEFO)
From 1 July 2018, pending the passage of legislation, the Government will extend the Newly Arrived
Resident’s Waiting Period (NARWP) for a number of welfare payments.
The measure will increase the existing NARWP for working age payments, such as Newstart Allowance
and Youth Allowance, from two to three years.
Other payments, including Family Tax Benefit and the Paid Parental Leave Scheme, will have a new
three-year NARWP introduced.
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The current Assurance of Support period that applies to family visas will also increase from two to three
years, in line with the NARWP for welfare payments.
This measure will only apply to people granted permanent residency, and some temporary visas, on or
after 1 July 2018.
Migrants already granted permanent residency before 1 July 2018 will not be affected by this measure.
A range of existing exemptions will be maintained to ensure appropriate protections for potential
vulnerable migrants.
More information on these changes is provided in the Encouraging Self Sufficiency for Newly Arrived
Migrants Fact Sheet.
Enhanced Residency Requirements for Pensioners (2017-18 Budget)
From 1 July 2018, pending the passage of legislation, to qualify for Age Pension or Disability Support
Pension a person will be required to have 10 years continuous Australian residence, with either:
five years of this residence being during their working life (16 years of age to Age Pension age); or
not have been in receipt of an activity tested income support payment for a cumulative period of
greater than five years.
In circumstances where the person does not meet the requirements set out above, they will be required
to have 15 years continuous Australian residence before being eligible to receive the Age Pension or
Disability Support Pension.
Stopping the Pension Supplement (2016-17 Budget)
Subject to the passage of legislation, the Pension Supplement Basic Amount will stop after six weeks
overseas, or immediately if the recipient has permanently departed Australia from the next possible
start date after royal ascent.
Currently, the Pension Supplement is reduced to the Basic Amount after six weeks temporary absence
from Australia, or immediately for permanent departures.
This measure will affect income support recipients who travel outside Australia temporarily for more
than six weeks or immediately if the recipient has permanently departed Australia.
This measure will reinforce and strengthen the residence based nature of Australia’s social security
system.
(Source: DHA)
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7) Western Australia State Migration Plan
Thanks very much to those who took part in our survey (closed but copied below) about international
students leaving WA and the lack of incentive the state was giving to choose to study here.
We are continuing our efforts to have the Western Australian government reintroduce a feasible State
Migration option (visas 190 and 489) for WA international student graduates.
WA has lagged 15% behind the national student growth figures ever since the new WA government
closed off the WA State Migration Plan option back in around March 2017.
This has cost the WA economy so far well over $200 million dollars.
We would like to present some data to the WA state goverment next week about why so many students
have chosen to not study in WA.
If you initially started study in WA and moved to another state (or are about to), or you were going to
choose WA initially but instead started study in another state can we please have THREE minutes of your
time on this survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SVXSS5N
Also if you have any friends who may be able to complete the survey, please pass this on to them also.
We had well over 100 replies and many took quite a lot of time with some of the answers. So
THANKYOU.
We met the WA government (DTWD) 2 weeks ago and was able to explain the reasons for the dramatic
fall of new international students choosing WA. The survey results also helped a lot to explain why and
what needs to be done.
We are VERY optimistic that the state government has listened and that there is some possible changes
to the WA state migration plan that will make it reachable for student graduates.
Watch this space as if something does not happen we will be back to put pressure on the WA
government in various ways.
ALSO : Listen here to a 6PR Radio interview Iscah just did today about WA International Students www.iscah.com/wp_files/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Steven-ONeil-email-180418.mp3
(Source: Iscah)
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8) AAT Appeal processing times
For decisions made between 1 October 2017 and 31 March 2018
The time taken by the Migration and Refugee division to make a decision on your case will depend on a
range of factors including:
the type of case
when your case is given to a division Member to conduct the review.
While cases are generally allocated in priority and date of lodgement order, cases may from time to time
be allocated out of order of lodgement as part of a taskforce or targeted approach. Such allocations
enable batches of cases raising similar issues to be dealt with more efficiently and allow the division to
deal with a greater volume of cases than would otherwise be the case.
The following table gives a guide as to how long it may take based on actual processing times for a
recent six month period. The table shows average and median processing times from lodgement to
decision by case category for that time period. The table is a guide only and does not guarantee that
any individual matter will be heard in these timeframes.
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9) Clap your hands if you are happy
to live in Australia …
Migrants in Australia are among the happiest in the entire world, according to a new report. The World
Happiness Report puts Australia at number six for the happiness of foreign-born migrants, behind
Iceland and New Zealand, with Finland at the top of the list.
The World Happiness Report 2018 is based on Gallup World Poll that surveyed 156 countries for the
happiness of overall population averaged for 2015-17 and 117 countries for the happiness of the
immigrants between 2005 and 2017.
According to the report, there are 244 million people in the world living outside the country of their
birth and there are another 700 million people who would like to migrate. It says people moving to
happier countries than their own tend to gain happiness.
Indian migrant Harkanwaljit Singh agrees with this finding of the report.
“I can’t complain about my life here. Everything is good and I have been able to balance my work and
family life. I can spend time with my family, go to a beach and enjoy my weekends,” says Mr Singh.
Mr Singh says he wouldn’t have been able to afford many things in India he currently has.
“It’s a high-wage economy that gives people more purchasing power. Things I consider necessities here
would have been an unaffordable luxury in India for me.”
But the lack of job security, high mortgage and economic uncertainty are the factors that are a cause of
mental stress for him.
Mr Singh, like hundreds of thousands of other migrants, came to Australia as a student and then
became a permanent resident and subsequently an Australian citizen. But, he says, his experience as an
international student would negate the level of his happiness of those were to be factored in.
“I faced far too many barriers when I came here [as a student], it was very difficult to get a job because
students can work only 20 hours [per week] and not many employers want you unless you can be there
for him every day.
“I paid twenty to twenty-five thousand dollars in fees, had rents to pay, study and work for very little
money. Exploitation was so rampant that I worked for $35 per day at a car wash. All these things make
for a very-very bad experience,” he says.
Australia is considered a highly attractive immigration destination with a net annual immigration intake
of 190,000.
The WHR 2018 says one of the factors determining immigrants’ happiness is how accepting the people
of the host country are. Australia is ranked tenth for the happiness of its overall population which has
slipped one place since last year.
The report also notes that among the ten happiest countries of the world, Australia has the highest
percentage of migrants at 28% of its population.
(Source: SBS)
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10) Changes to South Australian
Regional List of Occupations
The Australian Government has released a new Regional Occupation List applying to state nomination
on 18 March 2018, with all occupations eligible for a 489 visa only.
These changes were implemented at the same time as the introduction of the Temporary Skill Shortage
(TSS) visa (subclass 482) and the changes to the permanent employer sponsored visas.
Immigration SA has updated its Supplementary Skilled List (SSL) with the majority of these additions
and five of these occupations have been added to the State Nominated Occupation List (SNOL).
http://www.migration.sa.gov.au/news-events/news-releases/2585
(Source: SA State Government)

11) Changes to Vetassess skills assessment
process for trades
Changes to Trade Skills Assessment process
Trades Recognition Australia (TRA) has advised a change to the trade skills assessment process effective
3 April 2018. There is an additional step at the end of the assessment process and TRA will now approve
the final assessment outcome for all trade skills assessments.
VETASSESS will conduct the skills assessment and recommend an outcome to TRA. If TRA agrees with
the recommendation, VETASSESS will notify applicants of the outcome of their assessment and issue the
final documentation. If TRA does not agree with the recommendation, TRA and VETASSESS have 10
business days to reach an agreement and notify the applicant.
These changes will apply for the Temporary Skills Shortage (TSS) Assessment Program, Offshore Skills
Assessment Program or Trades Recognition Service.
Updated program guidelines will be available on the TRA website on 3 April 2018. Click here for further
information.
(Source: Vetassess)
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12) Skill shortages in Australia
Skills Shortages in Australia - up to 31/12/2017 . Published March 2018
The following table is NOT related to visa applications but it is interesting to know which occupations
are currently in shortage. As often these form the basis for future skilled lists and state sponsorship
potential
https://docs.jobs.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/skillshortagelistaus_8.pdf
(Source: www.jobs.gov.au)
"We want to ensure that Australian businesses can access the best talent in the world because this will
underpin business growth, skills transfer and job creation," Mr Tudge said.
“At all stages, Australians are prioritised for the jobs, but where the skills and experience are not available here, we want to be able to attract talent from overseas."
Labor claims policy inspired by opposition
Labor released a statement accusing the government of “playing catch up” on special visas for skilled
migrants.
The opposition proposed a four-year “SMART visa” for workers in “science, medicine, academia, research
and technology” last year.
“Turnbull and his conservatives are playing catch up and following Labor’s lead,” the press release reads.
“Turnbull’s scheme is only a pilot and, by the Government’s own admission, they haven’t finalised the
details of the pilot including the number of visas set to be made available or which specific jobs they’ll
be available for.”
(Source: www.sbs.com.au)

13) Labour Market Analysis for individual occupations
As of 31/12/2017 , published March 2018
This is not directly visa information. But these reports may well play a future role in DHAs and various
state occupation lists
https://www.jobs.gov.au/occupational-skill-shortages-information
(Source: www.jobs.gov.au)
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14) Unofficial Skill Select Results from 18th April 2018
Another very small round of invitations overnight for the 18th April 2018
Our observations include that :
- Total invites look again at around 300
- It looks like all Accountants at 85 points were invited in this round. As we have a claim of an 85 pointer
and a claim of an EOI invited at 80 points invited as of 30/10/2017. This would be consistent with a
person not accepting their first invite at 30/10/2017, then their EOI going back into the EOI pool and
getting a second invite now that Accountant seems to have repened.
- 2613s may have had less than 25% of their round quota allocated
- All other pro rata occupations had a maximum ceiling of only 25% of their normal round invitations
To produce our results we collect data from our own clients, online forums, other online sources, and
feedback from our FB and newsletter followers. As well as using mathematical logical assumptions we
know in the past to be correct.
If you aware of any more recent invites for any of these occupations please email us at query@iscah.com
with some details so that we can see if this table can be updated over the next 24-48 hours.
(Please note it is highly likely there are more recent invites we are unaware of ...
this is just the best we know so far)
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15) Skill Select Error for 489 State sponsored EOIs
Iscah identifying the Error
Skill Select system error for 489 State sponsored EOIs We are aware of DHA emailing many people who have 489 EOIs lodged under the state sponsored
stream. The email in short says that their occupation is no longer on the new STSOL which took effect
from 18th March 2018. And as a result their EOI was going to be removed from the skill select system.
This is lawfully incorrect as the occupations in all the cases we have so far seen have remained on the
MLTSSL. And so can still remain as an active EOI for the 489 visa category.
We have asked DHA to clarify and will update when we hear further information.
Message from Department of Immigration later on
SkillSelect is currently experiencing issues with the updates to the occupation list for the Nominated
Skilled Regional (Provisional) visa (subclass 489). Rectification is occurring and is anticipated to be
completed by cob 6 April 2018.
Iscah Solution
We have been able to relodge these 489 EOIs from their draft mode and the skill select system has then
recorded them as lodged with an EOI effect date back when they were initially lodged. Which seems to
solve the problem
(Source: Iscah)
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16) New Regional Visa still likely
We have been speculating a new regional visa or pathway will be introduced since March 2017. These
comments below from the Immigration minister in the Guardian newspaper today back that up even
more and suggest changes soon Dutton, who has been immigration minister since 2014 and retains the responsibility under his expanded position as home affairs minister, said he believed a national debate was under way about the size of
Australia’s immigration intake. His own view is that the “national interest should prevail”, and that the
size of the annual intake should be determined by the “economic and social imperative”.
“We need to bring in younger people like most western democracies. We want to bring them in as
young as possible, which is sometimes controversial because people want to bring, particularly through
the family program, people of an older age in. But we want people to pay taxes and be contributing for
as long as possible.
“There are people in my own party that would argue for or against our position, but I’m pretty comfortable in terms of the economic and social settings where we have the program now.
“I do think we need to look at, given we have huge concentrations of people in greater Sydney and
greater Melbourne, ways in which we can try and find an incentive to move people out into the regions.
“The concentration in capital cities, I think, causes some tension within the immigration debate. You
can’t tell people to reside within a particular postcode [but] maybe there’s a way we can build incentives
into the system so that people do disperse; I think that would relieve some of the tension.”
(Source: Iscah)
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17) Iscah’s Latest predictions of when
you will your 189 EOI invitation
Here are Iscah's latest estimates of how long we think you will have to wait for a 189 invitation from
TODAY - 8th April 2018. Depending on when you lodged your EOI, what the effect date is and the
occupation.
We have extended it this time through to the new 2018/19 program year and listed some assumptions.
As a result it allows us to say whether we think you will get an invitation before or after July 2019 also.
These may not turn out to be DHA settings, we are just trying to give a rough estimate in this age of
uncertainty.
These estimates are heavily influenced by the number of invitations that DIBP/DHA issue each round,
the limitations against some of the pro rata occupations, and a number of other factors listed here http://www.iscah.com/use-189-eoi-predictions/
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18) Skill Select Results for 21st March 2018
The table below shows the number of invitations issued in the SkillSelect invitation round on 21 March
2018 — Invitations issued on 21 March 2018

Invitations issued on 1 March 2017
Visa subclass

Number

Skilled - Independent (subclass 189)

300

Skilled - Regional Provisional (subclass 489)

5

21 March 2018 results
The following graph shows the points for clients who were invited to apply in the 21 March 2018 round.
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The highest ranked clients by points score are invited to apply for the relevant visa. For clients who have equal points
scores, the time at which they reached their points score for that subclass (referred to as the date of effect) determines their order of invitation. Expressions of Interest with earlier dates of effect are invited before later dates.
SkillSelect first allocates available places to Skilled – Independent visas (subclass 189) and then the remaining to
Skilled – Regional (Provisional) visas (subclass 489). If all places are taken up by subclass 189 visas then there will be
no invitations issued for subclass 489 visas in these occupations.
Invitations issued on 1 March 2017
Visa subclass

Points

Date of effect

Skilled - Independent (subclass 189)

70

27/11/2017 1:01 PM

Skilled - Regional Provisional (subclass 489)

75

15/02/2017 12:37 PM

Due to high levels of demand, and in keeping with previous years, the below occupation groups will be
subject to pro rata arrangements to ensure availability of invitations across the programme year.
Point scores and the dates of effect cut off for the pro rata occupations in the 21 March 2018 invitation round.

ID

Description

2211

Accountants

N/A

N/A

2212

Auditors, Company Secretaries
and Corporate Treasurers

80

31/01/2018 1:04 PM

2334

Electronics Engineer

70

20/03/2018 9:19 PM

2335

Industrial, Mechanical and Production Engineers 70

14/11/2017 10:56 PM

2339

Other Engineering Professionals

75

9/03/2018 5:42 PM

2611

ICT Business and System Analysts

75

07/02/2018 7:13 PM

2613

Software and Applications Programmers

75

3/03/2018 11:05 AM

2631

Computer Network Professionals

75

16/03/2018 5:01 AM

(Source: DHA)
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Points score

Date of effect

OK folks, see you all on
Monday 21st May 2018 !!
Have a great few weeks.

Steven O’Neill (Iscah Manager - MARN 9687267)
iscah.migration
iscahmigration
iscah.com
Phone: 08 9353 3344
Fax: 61-8-9353 3350
E-mail: newsletter@iscah.com
Iscah Migration
Suite 14 (Kewdale Business Park)
133 Kewdale Road, Kewdale
Perth Western Australia, 6105
PO Box 75 Welshpool BC 6986

Registered Migration Agent 9687267
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